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INTRODUCTION
Cross-border transfer of the company seat for more than decade was and still is hot and somehow unresolved topic in European Union company law. Freedom of establishment 1 is indisputable cornerstone of the European Union company law and Internal Market enshrined in Articles 49 and 54 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 2 (further: TFEU) but still the company's mobility is unsolved. After a long and quite successful journey of European Court of Justice judgements 3 in favorem of Internal market 4 and with VALE case 5 on the top there was an initiative for a proposal for 14th Directive aiming at regulating the cross-border transfer of seat. The initiative for the Directive was accompanied with lots of discussion and studies 6 and then left in unpleasant silence. The one of the explanation was that directive on cross border mergers and acquisitions 7 and Regulation on Societas Europea 8 already regulate some of the necessary issues. It must not be forgotten that this was a short-term goal of Action plan in 2003 9 and still is outlined in Action plan 2012! 10 Also one of the reasons for this silence is different rules and different application in the Member States national company laws. 11 The authors still rely on their opinion that company law is the first and foremost part of the national law and that must be borne in mind when regulating this issue. Still the focus remains on company mobility and nowadays so important digitalization issues like online registration and digitalization of company registers within commercial courts.
I. DEVELOPMENTS IN THE AREA OF EU COMPANY LAW
Authors support opinions and comments of other authors in the field of the European Union Company Law that Company law is not a static category 13 and there is continuous need of harmonization of national laws in order to bring them closer 14 for the sake of the EU Internal market with special emphasis on freedom of establishment and free movement of capital.
15 It must be underlined that the most important issue is application of the real seat theory or incorporation theory in member states. But as Hopt explains the influx of the member states company laws can no longer be obstructed based on the seat theory beside the fact that the seat theory maintains that in conflicts of law the relevant law for a corporation is determined by its legal seat/application in Germany/and not by the place of incorporation like in many other Member States.
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11 Different instruments of harmonization can be used. Recommendation is not binding for Member States and that instrument guarantees the maximum of flexibility to the Member States as they have discretion on implementation in their national law. The directive is a binding instrument for Member states and they have a flexibility to apply it in their national system as it is most convenient. The regulation would introduce obligatory rules and it is directly applicable in Member states no matter of their specificities. We have to mention that in the European company law only three regulations exist and all of them regulate supranational companies. All other company law issues are regulated by the directives; H. Horak There is still opinion that Daily Mail 17 doctrine has not fully overcome but pathway for free departure from one member state to another has been reached. It is important to outline that in the absence of harmonized legal framework, national laws apply. In practice the situation in the Member States more or less usually requires a liquidation of a company in home member state and establishment of new legal entity in host member state.
The last ECJ judgment in the area of establishment was VALE case. The case concerned the Italian company VALE Costruzioni S.r.l. which was incorporated in the commercial register in Rome, Italy in 2000. On 3 February 2006, VALE Costruzioni applied to be deleted from that register and the reason for deletion was its wish to transfer the company seat and business to Hungary and to discontinue further business in Italy. On 13 February 2006, the company was removed from the Italian commercial register in which it was noted that the company had moved to Hungary.
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Once the company had been removed from the register, the director of VALE Costruzioni and another natural person incorporated VALE É pítési in Hungary. The representative of VALE É pítési requested from the Hungarian commercial court to register the company in the Hungarian commercial register, together with an entry stating that VALE Costruzioni was the predecessor in law of VALE É pítési. However, that application was rejected by the commercial court on the ground that a company which was incorporated and registered in Italy could not transfer its seat to Hungary and could not be registered in the Hungarian commercial register as the predecessor in law of a Hungarian company.
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Under Italian law it is possible for a company to convert into a company established under foreign law. Under Hungarian law only companies incorporated under the Hungarian law are allowed to convert. The Hungarian Supreme Court which had to adjudicate on the application to 17 In Case C-81/87 Daily Mail and General Trust [1988] the ECJ gave its judgment regarding the freedom of establishment. The Daily Mail was a company registered in United Kingdom. In order to evade paying taxes in the UK, Daily Mail transferred its central management to the Netherlands. UK gave no consent for such a transaction since they saw the transaction as a tax evasion. The ECJ held that Articles 49 and 54 TFEU § 24 "... cannot be interpreted as conferring on companies incorporated under the law of a Member state a right to transfer their central management and control and their central administration to another Member State while retaining their status as companies incorporated under the legislation of the first Member State." The base for the ECJ judgment was a presumption that companies unlike natural persons are creatures of the national Law and hence they exist only by virtue of national Law. Therefore, it is upon discretion of each Member State how it will treat the domestic companies. 18 Case C-378/10 VALE, § 9. register VALE É pítési, asked the ECJ whether Hungarian legislation which enables Hungarian companies to convert but prohibits companies established in another Member State from converting to Hungarian companies is compatible with the principle of the freedom of establishment. In that regard, the Hungarian court tried to determine whether, when registering a company in the commercial register, a Member State could refuse to register the predecessor of that company which originated in another Member State.
As regarding the absence of rules on the cross-border transfer of the company seat laid down in the secondary EU law, the ECJ notes that their existence cannot be a precondition for implementation of the freedom of establishment. Any restriction of this freedom may only be justified based on overriding reasons in the public interest.
20 ECJ underlines the difference when observing the migration of companies. 21 In case of immigration, departure of the company is regulated by the national law of the home Member State and in the case of company emigration, the European law is applicable, as it was the situation in VALE.
Accordingly, the ECJ finds out that, as regarding the conversion of companies which already have their seat in Hungary, the Hungarian national legislation at issue, treats, in general, companies differently according to whether the conversion is of domestic or of a cross-border nature. However, since such difference in treatment is likely to deter companies which have their seat in another Member State from exercising the freedom of establishment, it amounts to unjustified restriction on the exercise of that freedom. In other words, EU law precludes the authorities of a Member State from refusing to record in its commercial register, in the case of crossborder conversions, the company of the Member State of origin as the predecessor in law of the converted company, if such record is made of the predecessor company in the case of domestic conversions. 22 The VALE judgement underlines the importance of economic reasons overcoming the legal reasoning. The request for assuring the continuance in company due to security of the third party and assuring the economic activity of the company, as economic reason prevailed all the other reasons for the judgement. The conclusion of the VALE case in line with the AG Jääskinen opinion 23 that economic and business continuity without losing legal personality of the company is of outmost importance for all the stakeholders 20 Case C-378/10 VALE, § 39. According to Panizza 24 while some Member States opt for the incorporation theory (where company is governed by the law of the country where it has its registered office) in other Member States they adopt the real seat theory (where company is governed by the law of the country where the headquarter of principal place of business is located). These differences affect the rules and procedures governing cross-border operations.
From the employee protection, minority shareholder and creditors' point of view, the real seat approach should be strengthened and for the sake of other EU goals maybe the freedom of establishment should be "harmonized" and balanced with them, especially from the socioeconomic point of view and to avoid erasure of European social model and possibly to avoid the grey economy because the numbers are quite alarming. 25 Again, there is a possible clash between private and public interest and issues that are priorities between the public and private law.
We cannot foresee these achievements as a full application of regulatory competition like in the USA. September 2011, its shareholders passed a resolution to transfer the "company's seat" to the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, in accordance with Polish Law. The place in which it actually carries on its economic activity remained unchanged. 28 On that basis, on 19 October 2011, Polbud applied to the competent registry court to initiate the liquidation procedure. On 26 October 2011, the initiation of that procedure was entered in the commercial register and a liquidator was appointed. 29 On 28 May 2013, the meeting of Polbud's shareholders agreed before a notary in Rambrouch (Luxembourg) to implement the transfer-of-seat resolution passed in September 2011 and to transfer the company's seat to Luxembourg with effect from that date, without terminating the company's legal personality or forming a new legal person. The shareholders further resolved that the company would take the legal form of a private limited liability company governed by Luxembourg law, that its name would be changed to Consoil Geotechnik SARL ("Consoil"), and that its Articles of Incorporation would be redrafted. Accordingly, the Consoil was entered in the Luxembourg Companies Register on 14 June 2013. 30 Moreover, on 24 June 2013, Polbud filed an application to be removed from the commercial register with the registry court in Poland. Polbud failed to carry out the instruction given to it by that court that it should prove for the purposes of its application that the company had been wound up and liquidated. It referred instead to the transfer of the company's seat to Luxembourg and the company's continued existence under the law of that Member State. 31 The registry court refused the application by order of 19 September 2013. The appeals lodged against that order at first and second instance were unsuccessful.
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By means of an appeal in cassation of 4 June 2014, the company finally brought the matter before the SądNajwyższy (Supreme Court, Poland). It claims that, on the day of the transfer of its seat to Luxembourg, it lost its status as a Polish corporation and became a company under Luxembourg law. By that stage, the liquidation procedure had ended and the company should have been removed from the Polish register.
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The SądNajwyższy referred the following questions to the Court:
1. Do Articles 49 and 54 TFEU preclude the application by a Member State, in which a [private limited liability] company was initially incorporated, of provisions of national law which make removal from the commercial register conditional on the company being wound up after liquidation has been carried out, if the company has been reincorporated in another Member State pursuant to a shareholders' decision to continue the legal personality acquired in the State of initial incorporation?
If the answer to that question is in the negative: 2. Can Articles 49 and 54 TFEU be interpreted as meaning that the requirement under national law that proceedings for the liquidation of the company be carried out-including the conclusion of current business, recovery of debts, fulfilment of obligations and sale of company assets, satisfaction or securing of creditors, submission of a financial statement on the conduct of those acts, and indication of the person to whom the books and documents are to be entrusted-which precede the winding-up thereof, which occurs on removal from the commercial register, is a measure which is appropriate, necessary and proportionate to a public interest deserving of protection in the form of safeguarding of creditors, minority shareholders, and employees of the migrant company?
3. Must Articles 49 and 54 TFEU be interpreted as meaning that restrictions on the freedom of establishment include a situation in which-for the purpose of conversion to a company of another Member State-a company transfers its registered office to that other Member State without changing its place of principal establishment, which remains in the State of initial incorporation?
The idea is that Polbud wanted to change its legal form to that of a private limited liability company governed by Luxembourg law. Since Luxembourg, like all other Member States, requires as a condition of incorporation and continued existence under national law that companies have a statutory seat in the national territory, such a plan necessarily entails the transfer of Polbud's statutory seat. 34 Indeed, this appears to have been achieved as Consoil was entered in the Luxembourg Companies Register.
According to the EU company law this situation is considered as the cross-border conversion when one company is converted into a company subject to the law of another Member State.
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AG Kokott compares this situation with VALE case which states para. 23 that the success of such a conversion depends in principle on the legal systems of both the Member State of origin and the host Member State.
Thus, the judgment in VALE 36 concerned a situation in which the host Member State provided for the possibility of conversion for domestic companies but did not permit cross-border conversions. The situation in the present case, on the other hand, concerns obstacles on the part of the Member State of origin. The Polish law, after all, does not allow Polbud, in which legal personality is to be carried on through Consoil, to be removed from the commercial register without first being liquidated and wound up. 37 According to the previous judgments in such cases it is obvious that the ECJ has established a rule which differs two main situations: immigration and emigration of the company. In the case of company immigration the rule is that the host Member State can act in accordance with the EU law and has obligation to register the company within its legal system. On the other hand, in the situation of emigration, the home Member State has right to establish its own rules and to apply national law which restricts the company emigration. 38 We may conclude that in the present situation the rule in question refers to the application of law in the situation of the company emigration and implementation of the restrictive national law. As regarding the previous ECJ practice it would be predictable of ECJ to give priority to the national law in this situation.
AG Kokott states that it must now be clarified, in essence, whether the freedom of establishment precludes that arrangement. What sets the situation in this case apart is the fact that, according to the information contained in the request for a preliminary ruling, the cross-border conversion is not accompanied by a change to the centre of the company's commercial activities. The referring court asks whether, in that context, the freedom of establishment is applicable (third question), whether that freedom has been restricted (first question) and, if so, whether that restriction is justifiable (second question).
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In order to give answers on the aforementioned questions AG Kokott starts the third question with definition of the right of establishment.
By its question, the referring court wishes to ascertain whether the freedom of establishment applies to an operation whereby a company incorporated under the law of one Member State, with the aim of converting itself into a company in another Member State, transfers its statutory seat to that other Member State without changing its "place of principal 36 VALE C-378/10. establishment" (that is to say, in the language used by the Court in the judgment in Cartesio, (10) its "real seat"), which remains in the Member State of origin. 40 In accordance with the Court's case-law, company transformation operations are, in principle, amongst those economic activities in respect of which Member States are required to comply with the freedom of establishment. (11) This does not mean, however, that such operations are generally caught by the scope of that fundamental freedom. Rather, the conditions laid down in Article 49 TFEU must always be satisfied. Under that provision, restrictions on the freedom of establishment of nationals of a Member State in the territory of another Member State are to be prohibited, while Article 54 TFEU provides that companies duly incorporated under the law of a Member State are to be treated in the same way as nationals. 41 A company can rely on the freedom of establishment if it concerns a company established under the EU Member State national law. In this legal situation Polbud is to be regarded as a Polish company and as such capable of relying on the freedom of establishment. Subsequently, a legal person is subject to the law of the State in which it has its seat and by the Polish legislature the concept of the seat refers to the company's "statutory seat". Since Polbud has changed its statutory seat, as AG Kokott state in her Opinion, paras. 30 and 31, if, however, that term refers to a company's statutory seat, Polbud could no longer be regarded as a company under the Polish law and this question is the matter for the referring court to resolve and need not be dealt with here, since that the court is not itself in any doubt that Polbud is able to rely on the freedom of establishment. As regarding that issue we can conclude that the freedom of establishment is applicable to Polbud company.
As concerns the present case, it appears that the centre of Polbud's commercial activities remained in Poland. This does not rule out the possibility that the company will nonetheless pursue in Luxembourg activities which constitute actual establishment within the meaning of caselaw, or that it intends to establish itself in this way. If that is the case, the freedom of establishment will apply.
42 AG Kokott makes the difference if Polbud only seeks to change the company law applicable to it in which case the freedom of establishment is not relevant. Although the freedom gives economic operators in the European Union the right to choose the location of their economic activity, it does not give them the right to choose the law applicable to them. Consequently, a cross-border conversion is not caught by the freedom of establishment where it is an end in itself, but only where it is accompanied by actual establishment. 43 In the judgment in Cartesio 44 the ECJ concluded that regarded crossborder conversions as falling within the scope of the freedom of establishment irrespective of any actual act of establishment. Considered as a whole, its findings suggest rather that it draws a distinction between a transfer of a company's actual seat that involves no change of the law applicable to that company, on one hand, and a transfer that involves a change of the law applicable to it, on the other. That conclusion seems compelling not least because the Court's obiter dictum is to be read in the light of the principal finding that precedes it, and because the judgment in question is, from the point of view of the substance of that case, concerned with the transfer of a company's "real seat". 45 AG Kokott compares the situation with judgments in Centros 46 and Inspire Art 47 and concludes that in so far as Polbud's plan is, as a company governed by the law of one Member State, to engage in economic activity exclusively in another Member State, and here is an existing company which would simply like to change its legal clothes. 48 The AG Kokott conclusion in this question is in accordance to the existing "rule" given by the ECJ when she states that the fact that, in Luxembourg, a company, in the form of Consoil, was successfully registered as having the object of carrying on Polbud's legal personality does not support any other conclusion in this regard. So far as Poland is concerned, this makes no material difference. After all, as the Court has held, cross-border conversions of companies presuppose the consecutive application of two national laws. 49 Figuratively speaking, although Polbud already has one foot in Luxembourg, it still has the other one in Poland. 50 The answer of AG Kokkot is in line with previous ECJ judgments and the authors agree that the freedom of establishment provided for in Articles 49 and 54 TFEU applies to an operation whereby a company incorporated under the law of one Member State transfers its statutory seat to another Member State with the aim of converting itself into a company governed by the law of the latter Member State, in so far as that company actually establishes itself in the other Member State, or intends to do so, for the purpose of pursuing genuine economic activity there. This does not detract from the power of the latter Member State to define both the connecting factor required of a company if it is to be regarded as incorporated under its national law, and the connecting factor required to maintain that status.
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When it is clearly analysed and concluded that Polbud case should be analysed by the application of EU rules on the freedom of establishment the decision on the restrictions given by the Polish law is discussed above. According to Articles 51 and 52 TFEU, restrictions of the freedom of establishment are permissible only if they are justified by overriding reasons in the public interest. In that regard, they must be appropriate to attain the objective which they pursue and not go beyond what is necessary to attain it.
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It is a settled case-law that all measures which prohibit, impede or render less attractive the exercise of the freedom of establishment must be regarded as restrictions on that freedom. 53 The central question that the ECJ should answer is whether there is a restriction of the freedom of establishment where the removal of the company in question from the commercial register of the Member State of origin, as a condition of completion of a cross-border conversion, is the subject to that company's prior liquidation and winding-up. 54 According to the AG Kokott Opinion and in line with the information supplied by the referring court, the transfer of a Polish company's seat within the European Union does not lead to the loss of legal personality in Polish Law. Even if the law applicable to the company is changed, the company's identity as a person in law is maintained. In principle, therefore, Polish law recognises that Polbud's legal personality may be carried on through Consoil. It is at the same time the case, however, that, pursuant to the Polish law, a resolution to transfer a company's seat requires that the company be wound up after it has been liquidated.
AG Kokott concludes that, in the case where a company incorporated under the law of one Member State has actually established itself, or intends to establish itself, in another Member State for the purpose of carrying on genuine economic activity there, and converts itself into a company governed by the law of the latter Member State, the application of national legislation under which the removal of that company from the commercial register of the Member State of origin is subject to the condition that company must first be wound up after having been liquidated restricts the freedom of establishment. 55 Member States can restrict the freedom of establishment but they have to justify their restrictions and this restriction has to be proportionate. In that sense, the question is the obligation to carry out a liquidation procedure which constitutes a proportionate means of protecting the creditors, minority shareholders and employees of a company that performs a cross-border conversion. 56 It is settled case-law that, other than in situations referred to in Articles 51 and 52 TFEU, restrictions of the freedom of establishment are permissible only if they are justified by overriding reasons in the public interest. In that regard, they must be appropriate to attain the objective which they pursue and not go beyond what is necessary to attain it. 57 Poland invokes the following overriding reasons: combating abusive practices and protecting interests of creditors, minority shareholders and employees.
As regarding the reason of combating abusive practices Poland takes the view that the conversion at issue here is an artificial arrangement which is not justified on economic grounds. Liquidation of the company, it contends, is an appropriate means of preventing undertakings from circumventing domestic law. 58 AG Kokott considers this justification not applicable since the national measure through obligation to carry out a liquidation procedure goes beyond what is necessary and if the cross-border initiative is inspired by dishonest motives the Member States have possibility to adopt any appropriate measure to prevent and penalise fraud. 59 As regarding the justification by recalling the protection of interests of creditors, minority shareholders and employees it is clear from the previous ECJ practice that the interests of creditors, minority shareholders and employees are overriding reasons in the public interest. 60 It is by no means apparent, however, that the requirement to carry out a liquidation procedure is an appropriate means of protecting the interests of the aforementioned groups. In fact, cross-border conversions are impeded or prohibited by that requirement even where those interests are not threatened. 61 So far as concerns the protection of creditors, it is only the interests of the company's existing creditors that may be relevant. After all, as soon as Polbud continues to trade in Poland following its cross-border conversion into the legal form of a Luxembourg company, it will become apparent to potential creditors that the company's internal and external relations are not governed by Polish law. 62 There is a risk, however, that the interests of existing creditors will be adversely affected by the conversion. In particular, the company might henceforth be subject to less stringent rules in relation to capital protection and liability. That being the case, there could be no objection to the prospect of such creditors being permitted to request appropriate safeguards, provided that they can demonstrate that, on account of the conversion, the satisfaction of their existing claims is at stake.
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The change to the law applicable to the company might also be detrimental to the position of any shareholders who unsuccessfully opposed the conversion. The new law applicable to the company may bring about changes to the rights and obligations of those with a holding in the company. In those circumstances, it would seem to be proportionate to enable the shareholders concerned to terminate their participation in the company in return for a fair price.
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The third reason protection of employees must be taken into consideration since the conversion and associated transfer of the company's statutory seat could, however, have an impact on certain rights which employees enjoy by virtue of the location of the company's statutory seat. One of the crucial issues concerned is the corporate co-determination, that is, the participation [by workers] in the management of the undertaking. The company law to which the undertaking will be the subject may provide for less extensive rights of co-determination on the part of employees after the conversion.
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AG Kokott explains para. 65 that from the point of view of its potential effects on employees' rights, a cross-border conversion is not different in this regard from a cross-border merger. The latter were regulated separately by the EU legislature in Directive 2005/56, Article 16 of which contains a special provision on the safeguarding of employees' interests that is geared in essence towards the achievement of a negotiated settlement. In the light of the foregoing, no concerns would be raised if the member state of origin of a company carrying out a cross-border conversion was to insist on compliance with requirements to that effect.
At the end, the AG Kokott concludes that the general obligation to carry out a liquidation procedure does not constitute a proportionate means of protecting the creditors, minority shareholders and employees of a company that performs a cross-border conversion.
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This conclusion is not completely in line with earlier ECJ practice where the strong difference between immigration and emigration was made. According to this opinion the measures that restrict freedom of establishment given by the home Member States were regarded as part of the application of EU Law obligation with no distinction between exit and entrance to the Member State concerned.
In the case where a company incorporated under the law of one Member State has actually established itself, or intends to establish itself, in another Member State for the purpose of carrying on genuine economic activity there, and converts itself into a company governed by the law of the latter Member State, the application of national legislation under which the removal of that company from the commercial register of the Member State of origin is subject to the condition that company must first be wound up after having been liquidated restricts the freedom of establishment.
In the same time obligation of the home Member State to carry out a liquidation procedure does not constitute a proportionate protection measure for the creditors, minority shareholders and employees of a company that performs a cross-border conversion.
AG Kokott opinion goes "slightly in different" direction comparing to the previous practice of the ECJ. This change can be primarily regarded as a move from the idea of application of national law when the company exits the Member State and application of EU law when company enters the Member State. This earlier established rule in case of Polbud has been changed as regarding the application of national law rules of the Member State where the company has its seat when the company exits that State and has to comply with the national rule regarding the liquidation of a company as a prerequisite for the exit. In this case the liquidation is considered as a national restriction to the free movement. This reasoning goes in favour of the idea of "protecting and continuing the economic activity in another Member State" 67 and may show further trend in ECJ practice of giving the advantage to economic activity before other protected values. This is the first opinion in which the liquidation of a company as a prerequisite to exit the Member State is concerned as a restriction since many national laws concern the liquidation of a company as a part of regular procedure when the company wants to exit the Member State.
CONCLUSION
Almost all European Union legal documents regulating the rules applicable to the companies, recommend the adoption of the directive that would regulate cross-border transfer of the company seat and that will go in favorem of the incorporation theory. This idea is also accentuated in ECJ judgments Cartesio and VALE.
The AG Kokott opinion in Polbud case does not follow the idea of the proposal for the Fourteenth Directive but it is based on the idea of continuity of the company economic activity. AG Kokott goes further and underlines the importance of the idea that the national rules on the liquidation of a company can restrict the freedom of establishment and further activity of a company in another Member State. That possibility is the reason that rules on liquidation can constitute a restriction to the free movement of the seat and have to be justified.
The European Commission activities follow the idea of common conflict of law rules in a new "Rome V Regulation" based on incorporation principle and proposal for the adoption of Directive on cross-border transfer of the seat with harmonized rules and procedures for cross-border reincorporation and protection of all stakeholders.
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From the employee, minority shareholders and creditors protection point of view, there must be an approach for strengthening the real seat theory on one side and incorporation theory on the other side for the sake of internal market. Again we have a clash between private and public law and private and public interest.
The 69 ECJ judgment in the case Polbud was brought up on the 25th of October 2017. The judgment is in accordance with the AG Opinion and it states that the Polish legislation constitutes a restriction on the freedom of establishment. Such a restriction may, in principle, be justified by overriding reasons in the public interest, such as the protection of the interests of creditors, minority shareholders and employees. However, the Polish legislation prescribes, in general, mandatory liquidation, there being no consideration of the actual risk of detriment to those interests and no possibility of choosing less restrictive measures capable of protecting those interests. In the Court's view, such a requirement goes beyond what is necessary to achieve the objective of protecting the abovementioned interests. Finally, as regards the argument of the Polish government that that legislation is justified by the objective of preventing abusive practices, the Court holds that, since a general obligation to implement a liquidation procedure amounts to establishing a general presumption of the existence of abuse, such legislation is disproportionate.
attitude towards the request for the liquidation of a company as a prerequisite for the cross-border transfer of the company seat. From the authors' opinion AG Kokott after quite a long period of time underlines the importance of economic activity and strongly advocates against the company liquidation. This concept is for the first time stated in this opinion irrespective of the practice and regulation of many Member States that require the company liquidation when leaving the country. If the ECJ judgment will follow the AG Kokott opinion this would be small but anyway a big step forward in the cross-border transfer of the company seat.
